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ABSTRACT
ObjeCtive
To assess the short term association of inpatient 
implementation of electronic health records (EHRs) 
with patient outcomes of mortality, readmissions, and 
adverse safety events.
Design
Observational study with difference-in-differences 
analysis.
setting
Medicare, 2011-12.
PartiCiPants
Patients admitted to 17 study hospitals with a 
verifiable “go live” date for implementation of 
inpatient EHRs during 2011-12, and 399 control 
hospitals in the same hospital referral region.
Main OutCOMe Measures
All cause readmission within 30 days of discharge, all 
cause mortality within 30 days of admission, and 
adverse safety events as defined by the patient safety 
for selected indicators (PSI)-90 composite measure 
among Medicare beneficiaries admitted to one of 
these hospitals 90 days before and 90 days after 
implementation of the EHRs (n=28 235 and 26 453 
admissions), compared with the control group of all 
contemporaneous admissions to hospitals in the same 
hospital referral region (n=284 632 and 276 513 
admissions). Analyses were adjusted for beneficiaries’ 
sociodemographic and clinical characteristics.
results
Before and after implementation, characteristics of 
admissions were similar in both study and control 
hospitals. Among study hospitals, unadjusted 30 day 
mortality (6.74% to 7.15%, P=0.06) and adverse safety 
event rates (10.5 to 11.4 events per 1000 admissions, 
P=0.34) did not significantly change after 
implementation of EHRs. There was an unadjusted 
decrease in 30 day readmission rates, from 19.9% to 
19.0% post-implementation (P=0.02). In difference-in-
differences analysis, however, there was no significant 

change in any outcome between pre-implementation 
and post-implementation periods (all P≥0.13).
COnClusiOns
Despite concerns that implementation of EHRs might 
adversely impact patient care during the acute 
transition period, we found no overall negative 
association of such implementation on short term 
inpatient mortality, adverse safety events, or 
readmissions in the Medicare population across 17 US 
hospitals.

Introduction
After years of the slow adoption of electronic health 
records (EHRs), most US hospitals have implemented 
them and many are now transitioning from one type to 
another.1 2  Hospitals are switching EHRs because they 
have outgrown first generation systems and need a 
comprehensive EHR, encompassing electronic order 
entry and clinical documentation among other func-
tionalities, to satisfy more advanced “meaningful use” 
requirements set in place by the US government (see 
box 1).3  Though evidence on the long term impact of 
inpatient EHRs on quality of care and patient safety is 
robust and largely positive, few studies have addressed 
the short term impact of EHR implementation or switch-
ing between vendors.4-8

Implementing a new EHR or switching to another is 
likely one of the most disruptive predictable events a 
hospital can experience, affecting practically every 
employee and workflow at a hospital.9-14  In the period 
immediately after implementation, workflow disrup-
tions created by technologies like electronic order entry 
can give rise to a wide array of unintended conse-
quences, such as inefficient workarounds, disruptions 
in continuity of care, and other electronically enabled 
errors.15-18  Quality could also suffer because providers 
might be distracted by the abrupt change in how they 
retrieve test results, consultation notes, and prior admis-
sion/discharge documentation, and how they document 
patient care. Not surprisingly, many have raised con-
cerns that EHR implementation or switching may 
adversely impact patient safety and quality in the weeks 
to months after transition.9-13 19  One hospital reported a 
more than doubling of mortality in the five months after 
activating a new computerized physician order entry 
module, a key component of EHR implementation.19

The concern that transition might lead to harm is also 
plausible given that presumably less disruptive work-
flow changes such as admissions on the weekend or the 
“July effect” of new trainees starting in a hospital, have 
been shown to have a negative impact on patient out-
comes, such as mortality.20-25  For example, one study 
reported the “weekend effect” to be associated with a 
20% increase in the rate of adverse patient safety 

WhAT IS AlReAdy knoWn on ThIS TopIC
Adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) has rapidly accelerated in US hospitals 
and globally in the past few years
EHR implementation is arguably one of the most disruptive planned events a 
hospital can experience
Though several studies have assessed the long term impacts of EHRs on quality and 
costs of care, few have addressed the short term impact across multiple sites

WhAT ThIS STudy AddS
This study found no overall negative association of EHR implementation with short 
term inpatient mortality, adverse safety events, or readmissions
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events.20 Understanding the impact of EHR implemen-
tation on short term outcomes is crucial to assess 
whether the processes that hospitals employ to mitigate 
the clinical disruption of EHR transitions are sufficient.

We studied the short term association of EHR imple-
mentation with 30 day mortality, 30 day readmissions, 
and safety events in a sample of hospitals that adopted 
a new inpatient EHR system in 2011-12. Our goal was to 
study the overall short term disruption associated with 
implementing a new EHR system. We focused on hospi-
tals that transitioned all inpatient care to a new EHR 
system in a single day, often referred to as the “go live” 
date,26 which offers a quasi-experiment of how quality 
and safety of inpatient care are affected after transition. 
We hypothesized that EHR implementation would lead 
to a short term increase in mortality, readmissions, and 
adverse safety events.

Methods
Defining study hospitals and controls
We identified hospitals implementing a new inpatient 
EHR in 2011-12 with a single verifiable “go live” date and 
180 days of data available before and after implementa-
tion. These dates were chosen owing to the availability 
of survey data classifying hospital EHR use in the years 
before and after, as well as the growing adoption of 
EHRs in this period.1  We used the American Hospital 
Association’s annual survey information technology 
supplement files from 2010 to 2013 to screen for hospi-
tals that likely implemented new EHRs during 2011-12.27 
The survey captures information about a large set of 
individual EHR capabilities at facilities; among 4586 
acute care hospitals surveyed, 2674 responded (58.3%).

To identify hospitals with new implementation of an 
EHR, we used the American Hospital Association’s 
information technology supplement file to search for all 
acute care general hospitals with 150 beds or more who 
met either of two criteria: in the 2010 survey answered 

that they were planning for an “initial deployment” of 
an EHR or “major change in vendor” in the next 18 
months, or changed inpatient EHR vendors between 
2010 and 2013. We focused on hospitals with 150 beds 
or more because of the difficulty of assessing the associ-
ation of EHR implementation with outcomes at smaller 
hospitals, given the low number of Medicare admis-
sions. We also required that all hospitals defined as 
having an EHR implementation had a basic or a com-
prehensive EHR as of 2013, as defined by the Office of 
the National Coordinator for Health IT.2  Given these 
criteria, we found 171 hospitals with either an initial 
deployment or a change in EHR vendor between 2010 
and 2013.2

We then performed internet searches of publicly 
available documents to identify records of an imple-
mentation date for inpatient EHR for each of these 171 
hospitals. For hospitals that appeared to have a clear 
implementation date but lacked publicly available doc-
umentation of that date, we attempted to reach hospital 
IT leadership by email. Of the 171 hospitals meeting the 
criteria, we identified an implementation date for 71 
(42% of initial 171). Most hospitals without an imple-
mentation date appeared to introduce their EHR in a 
slow or staggered rollout without a single go live date. 
Of these 71 hospitals with a single go live date available, 
17 had implementation dates between 1 January 2011 
and 30 June 2012 (see supplementary etable 1); we 
chose 30 June to allow for 180 days of follow-up to 
examine if any disruptions returned to baseline. These 
17 hospitals that had implemented EHRs formed the 
group of study hospitals for this analysis.

Because secular trends in a hospital’s region around 
the time of an EHR implementation date could con-
found the effect of EHR implementation, we constructed 
a control group composed of all other hospitals in the 
same hospital referral region as each study hospital 
(n=399 hospitals).28

Data sources
To identify admissions and measure outcomes, we used 
the 2010-12 Medicare Provider Analysis and Review 
100% files supplemented by the annual beneficiary 
summary files, which include information on demo-
graphics, enrollment to Medicaid and Medicare Advan-
tage, and diagnoses of chronic illness (see box 1 for 
details of the Medicare program).29

We identified all admissions occurring 180 days 
before and after the implementation date for the 17 
study hospitals and control hospitals. To focus on short 
term effects, our main, adjusted analysis focused on the 
90 day periods before and after EHR implementation. 
We excluded admissions concerning patients without 
12 months of enrollment in fee-for-service Medicare 
before admission, because of limited availability of data 
for risk adjustment, and those that resulted in a transfer 
to another acute care facility.

Outcome measures
We examined two primary outcomes, 30 day mortality 
and 30 day readmissions, and an additional secondary 

box 1: electronic health record policy in the us and the Medicare program 
With the passage of the Health Information Technology for Economics and Clinical 
Health (HITECH) Act in 2009, the US federal government has invested substantially in 
expanding the adoption of electronic health records (EHRs).
The HITECH Act devoted nearly $30bn to promote the adoption of EHRs along three 
different stages of “meaningful use,” which are progressively higher levels of EHR 
sophistication and integration with clinical care (definitions at www.healthit.gov). 
A major proportion of this investment was devoted to incentive payments to 
individual clinicians and hospitals that could certify achievement of meaningful use.
As of 2014, most US hospitals have adopted at least basic EHRs, though rural 
hospitals have lower adoption rates. Increasing numbers of hospitals and physician 
practices are also switching EHRs, likely in part to reach higher levels of meaningful 
use. Beginning in 2015, clinicians and hospitals that receive incentive payments face 
penalties if they cannot attest to meaningful use.
The main mechanism for incentive payments takes place through the federally 
administered Medicare program. Medicare provides comprehensive health insurance 
for all Americans aged 65 and older, as well as those with end stage renal disease and 
other permanent disabilities (about 16% of all Medicare beneficiaries). The Medicare 
population has a high burden of chronic illnesses and poverty: in 2010, 65% of 
Medicare beneficiaries had three or more chronic conditions and 50% had annual 
incomes below $23 500 (£18 137; €21 258). Medicare coverage is not complete: in 
2012 the average Medicare beneficiary spent 14% of their income on healthcare 
expenses, three times the share for non-Medicare households.
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outcome, the patient safety for selected indicators 
(PSI)-90 composite measure used by Medicare in the 
hospital acquired condition reduction program.30  All 
outcomes were assessed for admissions in the study 
hospitals before and after EHR implementation. A 30 
day mortality event was defined as death within 30 days 
or less from the date of an index admission. We defined 
30 day readmissions based on whether a participant 
had a readmission to any acute care hospital within 30 
days of discharge. For the readmissions measure alone, 
we additionally excluded admissions for any patients 
enrolled in Medicare Advantage during the calendar 
year of admission since those patients may have miss-
ing data on readmissions. Patients who died within 30 
days of discharge were not excluded per the readmis-
sion measure specifications used by the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services.31

The PSI-90 composite measure of adverse events is an 
admission level safety measure developed by the 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, which 
combines 11 different individual patient safety indica-
tors, including pressure ulcers and central line associ-
ated bloodstream infection.32  Though concerns have 
been raised about using the PSI-90 to compare hospital 
performance,33 the focus of our study was to examine 
differences within hospitals over time, rather than 
ranking hospitals relative to each other.

Covariates
We collected information on age, sex, race/ethnicity, 
and whether disability was the original reason for 
enrollment to Medicare.34  From the chronic condition 
data warehouse database, we determined at the start of 
each calendar year the presence of 14 chronic condi-
tions.29  At the admission level, we collected informa-
tion on the length of stay for each index admission, and 
using the reported diagnosis related group we catego-
rized each admission into 25 mutually exclusive previ-
ously defined major diagnostic categories.35

statistical analysis
We assessed changes in patient outcomes after EHR 
implementation in study hospitals, relative to changes 
over time in a control group of hospitals in the same 
hospital referral region as each study hospital. To 
account for regional trends in patient outcomes around 
the date of EHR implementation in a study hospital, we 
assigned a go live date for each control hospital identi-
cal to the study hospital in the same hospital referral 
region. For two hospital referral regions (Arizona and 
New York), there were two study hospitals, so we ran-
domly assigned control hospitals to the EHR implemen-
tation date of one of the two study hospitals.

We compared unadjusted characteristics of admis-
sions for patients 90 days before and 90 days after EHR 
implementation in both study and control hospitals by 
using t test or χ2 tests. We also calculated unadjusted 
rates and standard errors for each outcome across study 
hospitals in the 30 day periods relative to each hospi-
tal’s EHR implementation date. We plotted these rates 
and 95% confidence intervals relative to each hospital’s 

implementation date compared with rates in the same 
time intervals for control hospitals.

We used logistic regression and a difference-in-differ-
ences analytic design to assess the association of EHR 
implementation with changes in mortality, readmis-
sions, and adverse events. For each outcome, we fitted 
the following model:

logit(E(Yi,j,t,k))=�β0+β1Post_EHRt+β2EHR_implementert+�
β3Post_EHRt×EHR_implementert+�
β4Covariatesi,j,t,k+β5HRRk+β6MDCi+ε

where E denotes the expected value, Yi,j,t,k is the out-
come of admission i for patient j at time t in hospital k, 
“Post_EHR” is an indicator for the 90 day period after 
EHR implementation (with the 90 day period before 
implementation as the reference interval), “EHR_imple-
menter” is an indicator for whether admission i 
occurred in an EHR implementation hospital versus a 
control hospital in the same hospital referral region, 
“Covariates” denotes a vector of patient characteristics 
in table 1 (except for non-emergent admission and 
length of stay only included for the PSI-90 outcome) , 
“HRR” denotes a vector of indicators for each hospital 
referral region for hospital k and “MDC” denotes a vec-
tor of indicators for the major diagnostic category for 
each admission i. The terms β4, β5, β6 each represent 
vectors of coefficients corresponding to the individual 
categories of “Covariates,” “HRR,” and “MDC,” respec-
tively. We included post-EHR and EHR implementer 
indicators to compare all admissions to hospitals imple-
menting an EHR in a given time interval versus all 
admissions in a control group admitted to hospitals in 
the same HRR. Therefore, β3 represents the average 
adjusted change in each outcome in the post-EHR 
period attributable to EHR implementation controlling 
for trends in nearby hospitals. In all analyses, we used 
robust variance estimators to account for clustering of 
admissions within hospitals, as literature suggests for 
difference-in-differences analysis.36 37

Of note, the difference-in-differences analytic frame-
work means that our estimates will not be biased by 
differences in patient populations between treatment 
and control groups as long as the groups do not change 
differentially over time, which we address by examin-
ing differences between patient characteristics before 
and after implementation in both groups (see table 1 ).38 
We also tested the assumption that both treatment and 
control groups had parallel trends in outcomes in the 
90 days before EHR implementation, by replicating the 
models above with a linear indicator for time instead of 
a binary pre-indicator compared with a post-indicator. 
All of the tests indicated parallel trends (all P>0.05, 
indicating non-significantly different trends).

We performed sensitivity analyses of the model above 
that also included hospital fixed effects, to test the 
robustness of our results with multiple methods of 
accounting for within hospital clustering of admissions. 
We also performed sensitivity analysis in which the 
post-implementation period was defined as 90-180 
days, an analysis that was conducted to assess whether 
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the presence of “EHR champions” (proficient EHR users 
who are deployed in hospitals during implementation 
to smooth operations) led to a compensatory increase in 
adverse outcomes once these individuals were no lon-
ger present in the hospital (that is, in the 90 to 180 days 
post-implementation). Neither of these analyses appre-
ciably changed our main results (see supplementary 
eTable 2).

We conducted three prespecified subgroup analyses. 
Firstly, we categorized hospitals into two mutually 
exclusive categories of EHR implementation: new EHR 
implementation, defined as those starting with no basic 
EHR in 2010, as defined above (labeled as “none” in 
supplementary eTable 1), and switch of EHR vendor, 
defined as those starting with a basic EHR in 2010. Sec-
ondly, we examined whether there were differential 
effects among admissions with high and low predicted 
mortality. We separated patients into the top and bot-
tom 50th centiles of predicted mortality based on a 
logistic regression model using all available patient fac-
tors to predict 30 day mortality, hypothesizing that any 
potential safety effect of EHR implementation would be 
magnified in the higher mortality group (see supple-
mentary eMethods). Thirdly, we examined whether the 
association of EHR implementation with outcomes var-
ied across individual study hospitals, by estimating our 
model in each of the study hospitals individually (see 
supplementary eAppendix). To assess if any observed 
difference between specific hospitals was simply due to 

random variation around the estimated β3 differ-
ence-in-differences coefficient rather than systematic 
differences in the quality of EHR implementation, we 
also conducted a “falsification test,” or a test of a 
hypothesis that is highly unlikely to be causally related 
to the treatment of interest.39 To implement the falsifica-
tion test, we repeated the analysis of individual hospi-
tals but instead randomly assigned a single control 
hospital in the hospital referral region as the “EHR 
implementing” hospital (see supplementary eAppen-
dix). In this case, since randomly selected hospitals 
were not implementing new EHRs on the same day as 
the study hospitals, we did not expect to observe a 
causal effect attributable to EHR implementation.

To present results from logistic regression estimates, 
we simulated the absolute change in each outcome 
attributable to EHR implementation (that is, β3) using a 
marginal standardization approach (see supplemen-
tary eMethods).40  Analyses were performed in R 
(v. 3.1.2).41 The 95% confidence interval around reported 
estimates reflects 0.025 in each tail or P≤0.05. This study 
was deemed exempt from human subjects review at 
Harvard Medical School, as all data were deidentified.

Patient involvement
No patients were involved in setting the research ques-
tion or the outcome measures, nor were they involved in 
developing plans for the design or implementation 
of  the study. No patients were asked to advise on 

table 1 | Patient characteristics by date of admission relative to implementation of electronic health records (eHrs). 
values are numbers (percentages) unless stated otherwise

Characteristics
study sample admissions Control group admissions
Pre-eHr Post-eHr P value* Pre-eHr Post-eHr P value*

No of patients 24 071 22 790 237 305 231 534
No of admissions 28 235 26 453 284 632 276 513
Mean (SD) age (years) 70.6 (14.7) 70.6 (14.7) 0.87 73.5 (13.4) 73.8 (13.3) <0.001
Mean (SD) length of stay (days) 5.5 (6.6) 5.5 (6.3) 0.80 4.8 (5.1) 4.8 (5.2) 0.87
Female 14 959 (53.0) 14 162 (53.5) 0.20 160 446 (56.5) 157 926 (56.9) 0.01
Race:
 White 21 325 (75.5) 19 825 (74.9)

0.19
239 418 (84.3) 234 646 (84.5)

0.15 Black 5135 (18.2) 4972 (18.8) 32 306 (11.4) 31 150 (11.2)
 Other 1775 (6.3) 1656 (6.3) 12 171 (4.3) 11 850 (4.3)
Original reason for Medicare eligibility:
 Age ≥65 17 263 (61.1) 16 279 (61.5)

0.80
198 713 (70.0) 195 676 (70.5)

<0.001 Disability 9604 (34.0) 8899 (33.6) 79 238 (27.9) 76 352 (27.5)
 End stage renal disease 1368 (4.8) 1275 (4.8) 5944 (2.1) 5618 (2.0)
Chronic illness†:
 Alzheimer’s disease 3953 (14.0) 3835 (14.5) 0.10 48 544 (17.1) 47 557 (17.1) 0.77
 Ischemic heart disease 11 530 (40.8) 10 832 (40.9) 0.80 115 210 (40.6) 112 398 (40.5) 0.45
 Atrial fibrillation 4368 (15.5) 3983 (15.1) 0.18 50 181 (17.7) 48 931 (17.6) 0.61
 Congestive heart failure 8745 (31.0) 8325 (31.5) 0.21 90 220 (31.8) 88 724 (32.0) 0.16
 Chronic kidney disease 9833 (34.8) 9335 (35.3) 0.26 94 645 (33.3) 93 564 (33.7) 0.004
 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 7031 (24.9) 6476 (24.5) 0.26 74 973 (26.4) 73 176 (26.4) 0.66
 Diabetes mellitus 8863 (31.4) 8444 (31.9) 0.19 85 270 (30.0) 82 965 (29.9) 0.21
 Hyperlipidemia 13 124 (46.5) 12 462 (47.1) 0.14 137 355 (48.4) 133 630 (48.1) 0.06
 Hypertension 17 426 (61.7) 16 543 (62.5) 0.05 182 369 (64.2) 177 185 (63.8) 0.001
 Cancer‡ 3283 (11.6) 3003 (11.4) 0.32 39 091 (13.8) 37 839 (13.6) 0.13
Control hospitals were assigned the pre-implementation and post-implementation dates of study hospital in same hospital referral region, though they 
did not have a “go live” date.
*Estimated using two sample t tests or χ2 tests, as appropriate.
†Assessed using indicators from chronic condition warehouse file.29

‡Includes presence of any of breast, endometrial, prostate, or colon cancer.
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 interpretation or writing up of results. There are no 
plans to disseminate the results of the research to study 
participants or the relevant patient community.

Results
study population
Our sample contained 28 235 and 26 453 admissions in 
the 90 day periods before and after EHR implementa-
tion at study hospitals, respectively. Supplementary 
eTable 1 lists the characteristics of the hospitals, includ-
ing their size and EHR capability, and supplementary 
eFigure 1 maps the location of the hospitals and their 
hospital referral regions. Of the study hospitals, 10 tran-
sitioned to a comprehensive EHR system and seven 
transitioned to or stayed with a basic system; in addi-
tion, seven hospitals switched vendor from a basic sys-
tem to another EHR, whereas the other 10 hospitals 
implemented a new EHR system. All but three of the 17 
study hospitals implemented EHRs using software from 
Epic Systems (Verona, Wisconsin).

The control group contained 284 632 and 276 513 
admissions at 399 hospitals in the 90 day periods 

before and after EHR implementation. Between pre- 
implementation and post-implementation, characteris-
tics of admissions were largely similar in both study and 
control hospitals (table 1 ). The statistically significant 
differences between the periods were small, which 
implies that the patient populations in the study and 
control hospitals did not change differentially over 
time, satisfying a key assumption for difference-in-dif-
ferences analysis.36  Fewer admissions occurred in the 
post-implementation period in both the study and the 
control hospitals (table 1 and supplementary eFigure 1).

Overall changes in patient outcomes with eHr 
implementation
Unadjusted 30 day mortality did not change signifi-
cantly in study hospitals before and after EHR imple-
mentation (fig 1). The average unadjusted 30 day 
mortality in the pre-implementation period was 6.74% 
(95% confidence interval 6.44% to 7.03%) compared 
with 7.15% (6.84% to 7.46%) in the post-implementation 
period (P=0.06 by χ2 test). In difference-in-differences 
analysis, there was no change in 30 day mortality 
between pre-implementation and post-implementation 
periods (table 2 ). In our prespecified subgroup analy-
ses, there was no substantial change in mortality by 
type of EHR implementation (new implementation ver-
sus vendor switch) or severity of illness (high versus 
low mortality admission, fig 2).

In unadjusted analyses, the average readmission rate 
in study hospitals decreased from 19.9% (95% 
 confidence interval 19.4% to 20.5%) in the pre- 
implementation period to 19.0% (18.4% to 19.5%) 
post-implementation (P=0.02 by χ2 test, fig 1 ). However, 
in difference-in-differences analyses, there was no sta-
tistically significant difference in 30 day readmission 
rates in study hospitals overall or in subgroups defined 
by type of EHR implementation or severity of patient 
illness (table 2  and fig 2).

The same pattern was seen for adverse patient events 
in the study hospitals. In unadjusted analyses, the PSI-
90 event rate per 1000 admissions was 10.5 (95% confi-
dence interval 9.3 to 11.7) in the pre-implementation 
period, which had a non-statistically significant 
increase to 11.4 (10.1 to 12.7) post-implementation 
(P=0.34 by χ2 test, fig 1 ). In difference-in-differences 
analyses, there was no statistically significant differ-
ence in PSI-90 event rates between the pre-implementa-
tion and post-implementation periods in study 
hospitals overall or across the predefined subgroups 
(table 2  and fig 2).

After adjustment for patient characteristics and secu-
lar trends in hospitals in the same hospital referral 
region, there was a wide range of estimated post-imple-
mentation changes in outcomes across individual study 
hospitals, with some hospitals estimated to have worse 
outcomes and others better outcomes after EHR imple-
mentation (see supplementary eFigure 3). However, this 
appears primarily driven by random variation, since in 
our falsification tests we observed similar variation 
when we substituted control hospitals as our interven-
tion hospitals (see supplementary eFigure 4).
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Fig 1 | unadjusted trends in patient outcome rates for 30 day mortality, 30 day readmission, 
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confidence intervals are shown, assuming normal distribution of rates given large sample 
size of admissions
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discussion
We hypothesized that implementation of electronic 
health records (EHRs) would have a negative associa-
tion with short term patient outcomes owing to disrup-
tions in clinical workflow. Contrary to that hypothesis, 
we found that before and after a discrete “go live” date 
for EHR implementation across 17 hospitals, there was 
no evidence of a significant or consistent negative asso-
ciation between EHR implementation and short term 
mortality, readmissions, or adverse events.

Comparison with prior literature
This study builds on prior literature on the impact of 
EHR implementation by exploiting a strong quasi-ex-
periment in a large sample of hospitals across the US 
and examining key patient outcomes. By using a differ-
ence-in-differences design, we accounted for regional 
trends across a diverse set of hospitals. We also used 
admission level data to calculate outcome measures, 

which provide more detailed time resolution than prior 
studies using annually aggregated quality measures 
from publicly available sources.42-45  Our study builds on 
prior conflicting single center evaluations of outcomes 
post-implementation of EHRs19 46 47 by  studying the 
short term clinical impact of EHR adoption across a 
large number of hospitals.

That we found no association of EHR implementation 
with inpatient outcomes might be surprising given the 
negative impact associated with more routine, less dis-
ruptive changes, such as off-hours admissions or the 
“July effect.”20-25 In contrast with these disruptions, it 
appears that EHR implementation does not have nega-
tive clinical consequences. In our prespecified sub-
group analyses, we also did not find any evidence for 
negative clinical consequences by type of EHR imple-
mentation (new implementation versus switch of ven-
dor) or risk of mortality. This might reflect the clinical 
resiliency and advanced planning among hospitals 
undergoing EHR implementations. For example, hospi-
tals may exert a large and costly amount of effort to 
compensate for the disruption of EHR transitions and to 
maintain the stable patient outcomes that we observed.

One notable finding was the broad variation in 
patient outcomes in the post-implementation period 
across the 17 individual hospitals implementing EHRs. 
It is not difficult to imagine that many implementations 
could be executed poorly, and many anecdotes exist of 
poor EHR roll-outs that have led to institutional tur-
moil.48-50 Whether the variation across hospitals we 
observed reflects the effectiveness of EHR implementa-
tion at each institution is unclear given the findings of 
our sensitivity analyses, with similar differences in out-
comes in hospitals where no EHR was implemented. 
These results illustrate that studying the effect of an 
EHR intervention at any single hospital is problematic. 
An evaluation of any two hospitals of the 17 we exam-
ined could come to opposite conclusions about the 
association of EHR implementation with inpatient out-
comes. These findings might help explain the broad 
diversity of often conflicting results of single institution 
studies in the prior literature on EHRs.

limitations of this study
The principal limitation of this study is that we 
were  unable to explore fully the association of EHR 

table 2 | adjusted patient outcomes associated with admission to hospital during first 90 days of implementation of electronic health records (eHrs) 
compared with prior 90 days*

Outcomes

Control hospitals (n=399) study hospitals (n=17) adjusted difference-in-
differences change in 
outcome for study hospitals 
v controls (95% Ci)† P value‡

adjusted pre-eHr 
rate (95% Ci)†

adjusted post-eHr 
rate (95% Ci)†

adjusted pre-eHr 
rate (95% Ci)†

adjusted post-eHr 
rate (95% Ci)†

30day mortality (%) 7.25 (7.12 to 7.40) 7.29 (7.14 to 7.45) 7.02 (6.46 to 7.75) 7.49 (6.94 to 8.07) 0.43 (−0.11 to 0.99) 0.12
30 day readmissions (%) 18.2 (17.9 to 18.5) 17.7 (17.4 to 17.9) 18.9 (17.9 to 19.9) 18.1 (17.3 to 18.9) −0.28 (−1.19 to 0.55) 0.57
PSI-90 rate (events per 1000 admissions) 7.32 (6.79 to 7.95) 7.25 (6.73 to 7.85) 9.38 (7.39 to 11.9) 10.3 (8.1 to 13.0) 0.96 (−0.80 to 2.69) 0.28
PSI-90=patient safety for selected indicators 90.
*Hospitals newly implementing EHRs defined as those with less than a basic inpatient EHR before implementation, as defined in Jha et al 2009.2

†Absolute percentage changes in each outcome attributable to EHR implementation were simulated using a marginal standardization approach (see supplementary eMethods).38

‡Estimated from difference-in-differences model comparing change for each period compared with baseline period (1-90 days pre-implementation) between hospitals implementing EHR and 
control hospitals in same hospital referral region as study hospital. Models adjusted for age, sex, race, original reason for Medicare eligibility, major diagnostic category for admission, hospital 
referral region, and length of stay (for PSI-90 outcome only). All analyses used robust variance estimators to account for clustering of admissions within hospitals.

30 day mortality
  Lower 50% mortality
  High 50% mortality
  New EHR implementation
  EHR vendor switch
30 day readmission rate
  Lower 50% mortality
  High 50% mortality
  New EHR implementation
  EHR vendor switch
PSI-90 rate
  Lower 50% mortality
  High 50% mortality
  New EHR implementation
  EHR vendor switch

1.13 (0.96 to 1.32)
1.08 (0.98 to 1.18)
1.04 (0.92 to 1.18)
1.10 (0.98 to 1.23)

1.01 (0.95 to 1.07)
0.96 (0.87 to 1.05)
1.00 (0.94 to 1.07)
0.97 (0.88 to 1.06)

1.24 (0.93 to 1.65)
1.03 (0.80 to 1.35)
1.16 (0.76 to 1.78)
1.09 (0.87 to 1.37)

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Outcomes Odds ratio
(95% CI)

Odds ratio
(95% CI)

Fig 2 | subgroup analyses for patient outcomes associated 
with admission to hospital during first 90 days of 
implementation of electronic health records (eHrs) versus 
prior 90 days. analyses adjusted for age, sex, race, original 
reason for Medicare eligibility, major diagnostic category 
for admission, and length of stay (for patient safety for 
selected indicators (Psi)-90 outcome only). all analyses 
also use robust variance estimators to account for 
clustering of admissions within  hospitals
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 implementation with inpatient outcomes stratified by 
implementation context, hospital, or EHR characteris-
tics. For example, since our data did not include import-
ant details about the implementation contexts of EHR 
transitions in the hospitals examined (eg, extent and 
length of training, any other simultaneous workflow 
changes), we were unable to assess whether specific 
organizational settings or aspects of implementation 
were correlated with changes in outcomes. Also, our 
study sample of 17 hospitals limited our statistical 
power to make multiple comparisons between out-
comes and different hospital characteristics. Moreover, 
our goal was to study the overall short term disruption 
of implementing a new system rather than the associa-
tion of certain types of EHR implementations or capa-
bilities with inpatient outcomes (eg, whether 
implementing clinical decision support is more disrup-
tive than implementing other technologies). However, 
we were able to compare hospitals that had a new EHR 
implementation versus a switch of EHR vendor and did 
not observe any notable differences in outcomes 
between these two subgroups. Our study also focused 
on the 17 study hospitals with an available “go live” 
transition date within the period in our database, which 
potentially limits the external generalizability of the 
study. This limitation was tempered by the diversity of 
these hospitals (see supplementary eTable 1 and eFig-
ure 1) as well as the strong internal validity enabled by 
our quasi-experimental study design. An additional 
limitation of our analysis was that it focused primarily 
on outcomes measureable in claims data, such as mor-
tality and readmissions, but not other intermediate pro-
cess measures such as medication errors that are not 
observable in claims data but may be more sensitive to 
the disruption of EHR implementation. Unfortunately, 
these types of errors would be difficult to assess because 
the mechanism of data capture for these types of errors, 
the EHR, either did not exist or was changing during the 
period of the study. Regardless, mortality and readmis-
sions are important metrics to evaluate and we found 
no effect of EHR implementation on the process mea-
sures of quality reflected in the patient safety for 
selected indicators (PSI)-90 composite measure.

Another limitation is that there may be residual con-
founding in the types of patients admitted to hospitals 
before and after EHR implementation. However, the dis-
tribution of characteristics of admissions before and 
after EHR implementation within study and control 
hospitals was nearly identical, and our differ-
ence-in-differences study design deals with any differ-
ences between study and control hospitals that do not 
change over time.51  We also focused on hospitals with 
150 beds or more, though EHR implementation may 
have different effects in smaller hospitals with plausibly 
fewer resources. However, hospitals with over 150 beds 
account for more than three quarters of all hospital 
admissions in the US, suggesting generalizability of our 
findings.52 Our analysis was also limited to inpatient 
care in the Medicare population, which has higher rates 
of chronic illness, poverty, and hospital admission than 
the general US population (see box 1); therefore our 

results may not generalize to other populations, such as 
those who are commercially insured. It is possible that 
effects from EHR transitions could also affect different 
areas of hospital operations, such as the emergency 
department or outpatient facilities, which this study 
does not address. An additional limitation of our 
 analysis is that the hospitals implementing EHRs in our 
study may have had unique insights gained by earlier 
adopters, suggesting that our findings may not general-
ize to hospitals implementing EHRs in 2016, a later 
stage in the EHR diffusion curve. Lastly, our analysis 
focused on the short term association of EHR imple-
mentation with inpatient outcomes and should not be 
interpreted as assessing its long term effects.

Conclusions and policy implications
We observed no overall negative association between 
short term inpatient outcomes among Medicare enroll-
ees and EHR implementation in a sample of 17 hospi-
tals. Our findings should be reassuring to hospitals and 
physicians who are considering or planning the imple-
mentation of EHRs.
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